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The Benbrook Library District is funded through sales tax and therefore recognizes the critical role area businesses play in contributing to the library’s success. Additionally, as the Library considers strategies for growing library services within the community, extending library privileges to those operating businesses in the community affords a mutual benefit.

- Community businesses shall be defined as commercial organizations legally operating within the city limits of Benbrook.
- Business operators, defined as those individuals who have substantial influence in the strategic direction and responsible for the daily functions of operating a business would be responsible for validating employees’ status when they apply for a Benbrook Library Card, and periodically thereafter.
- Business Operator accounts would receive the same full privileges as Benbrook Resident accounts, regardless of the location of their primary residence and whether they have library cards with any area libraries.
- All employees of a community business, who do not otherwise have a Benbrook Library account, are eligible for a Business Operator account.
- All Business Operator account holders are subject to the same provisions and privileges as Benbrook Resident account holders.
- Employees who have terminated employment with the community business that eligibility for a Business Operators account was based upon, would not be eligible to renew their accounts upon expiration.